Two artists & a sculptor
at Porch House (Venue 6)
During the two weekends of the Horsham
Artists Open Studio
art trail, three very different artists will
be showing their work for you to see.
There will be a relaxed
atmosphere and refreshments,
and it’s all free.
We hope you will be inspired to be
creative yourself or want to take home a
souvenir of what you have seen.
9th/10th and 16th/17th June 10am - 5pm.
Porch House, 1 Hurst Road,
Horsham, RH12 2ES
Wheelchair access. Some parking or park at the
Pavillions Leisure Centre

Angela Brittain SWA
Each work created has a search for “rightness” – an
attempt to solve complex and often self-imposed
compositional problems. They often have a
tension below the surface.
Angela works mainly in acrylics and oils on
board or canvas.
“People fascinate me but I’m not sure that I
made a conscious decision to make people central to my work or if this subject chose me.”
She exhibits annually in London with the
Society of Women Artists and through society
exhibitions or galleries in London and Sussex
www.angelabrittain.co.uk

Yvonne Clements..

is an abstract landscape artist mainly focused
on the wild flowers and grasses of the countryside. Largely self taught, she endeavours
to convey joy and a love of nature through her
work and invites the viewer to share in this
connection. Her inspiration and relaxed style is
taken from subjects she has sketched or photographed and those imagined; splashes of paint
hint at the gentle movement of flowers and
grasses on warm spring/summer days. Mainly
working in acrylic and oil, Yvonne often uses
texture to add depth to her work.
www.yvonneclementsart@gmail.com

Janine Creaye RSS ...

works in a number of different ways but each
is an extension of drawing and a response to
the contemporary world. The choice of subjects
is what she finds unavoidably engaging and so
calls her to make a response. After study work
in 2 dimensions, Janine produces sculptures by
carving wood or stone or constructing in wire
and cement. She often cold cast the cement
sculptures into bronze and treats it with a
copper and acid solution to make a rich texture
and colour.
www.sculptureform.co.uk

We look forward to your company!

